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STUDENT BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT AND DISCIPLINE
INTRODUCTION - BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT AT KNOX
Behaviour management at Knox Grammar School (Knox) is predicated on a number of important
principles. These are that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All people are valuable and should be valued by all.
All students should have the opportunity to learn effectively
All students should feel safe and supported
Poor behaviour and inappropriate conduct should be addressed, particularly where such
behaviour impacts others
Everyone may seek and generally be given another chance and be supported in this
process.
That all discipline in the Senior School will be based upon the principles of procedural
fairness and should take into account a student’s age and the context in which behaviours
being addressed occurred.

PURPOSE - A CARING AND RESPONSIBLE COMMUNITY
This document sets out behaviour management and disciple approaches and processes that apply at
Knox. Consistent with the principles above, Knox aims through the application of these processes to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Acknowledge and encourage appropriate behaviour
Promote learning
Provide a safe and nurturing environment in which our students have the best opportunity to
develop to their full potential intellectually, socially and physically
Develop self-discipline and a sense of responsibility in students so that all students may enjoy
the opportunity to learn effectively and feel safe and supported at School
Equip all members of the School community with a consistent, firm and fair approach to
managing both appropriate and inappropriate behaviour
Seek to ensure:
o all who work with our students do so in a compassionate, consistent and fair manner
o our students experience minimal ambiguity when dealing with adults in School
o members of our community know how we encourage appropriate behaviour in our
students.
Build positive relationships in the School community.

This Policy and related processes provide a framework that operates in tandem with each staff
member’s individual management plans and strategies; Knox will continue to support staff
professional development to achieve excellent classroom management skills.
Knox emphasises logical consequences for each action. That is, a student should experience the
consequences of his behaviour. By linking the consequences with the misbehaviour and by explaining
this to the student he is helped to take responsibility for his own actions.
Consequences will not involve any form of physical punishment (corporate punishment) or verbal
abuse. Knox does not sanction the administering of corporal punishment by staff or non-school
persons, including parents, to enforce discipline at the School.
Expectations of students and related School rules are based on our core values of faith, integrity,
compassion, wisdom and courage and are clearly set out in the School’s student diary, issued to all
students at the beginning of each year.
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Information about the processes is communicated to parents by the Deputy Headmaster at different
times.
This Policy should be read in conjunction with the School’s Student Welfare Handbook and (External)
Suspension and Expulsion (Discontinuance of Enrolment) Policy.

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

Each teacher will strive, in accordance with school policy, expectations and guidelines published in
the student diary and elsewhere, to create an environment in the classroom where effective learning
can take place. This may include sanctions for minor misdemeanours, failure to do homework and
the like.
All staff are responsible for monitoring students in their classroom, and also in their sporting team, the
School grounds and the wider community for appropriate dress, behaviour, language and manners.
Ultimately the Deputy Headmaster, under the direction of the Headmaster, is the final arbiter in matters
of student (mis)behaviour and discipline.
In relation to classroom management, each department will use the following process when dealing
with disciplinary matters other than serious misconduct:

Student Referral
•
•
•
•

Teacher
Head of Department
Head of Academy
Deputy Headmaster/Headmaster

Each of the following steps are in place to promote learning and to build positive relationships in the
School community:
• Use discretion at all times.
• There should be full discussion and involvement with Mentors, Team Leaders, Boarding House
staff, a School Psychologist and, if appropriate, a Chaplain.
• There should be clear, timely and open communication with our students and their parents.
• Because of compliance and child-protection issues, there must be accurate, non-emotive and
objective recording (Pastoral Care Entries) of details, events, actions and steps taken, keeping
in mind that this information may be shown to parents.
• There must be clear communication between teachers, Heads of Department, Heads of
Academy, SMO and the Deputy Headmaster (where appropriate) of actions that have been
taken.

Step 1: Teacher

Discussion with student.
Discussion with Head of Department, Mentor, Team Leader, Assistant Team Leader, School
Psychologist.
• Determine appropriate response.
o Implementation of departmental student monitoring principles
o Class time, remedial class work, catch up work, contract
o Contact parents (if uncertainty here, teacher must refer to HOD)
• Recording of steps taken in TIA.
• Refer to HOD for guidance and support. The timing of this referral must be judged by the
teacher and the HOD and will depend upon many factors including case history of the student
and HOD expectations
• Teacher may request (with Team Leader) that student be discussed at Student Total Fitness
Committee meetings.
If the behavioural issue persists move to step 2.

•
•
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Step 2: HOD

Discussion with student.
Discussion with Mentor, Team Leader, Assistant Team Leader, School Psychologist.
Determine appropriate response
o Implementation of departmental student monitoring principles
o Class time, remedial class work, catch up work, contract
o Contact parents
o Communicate outcomes with teacher
o Discussion of alternative strategies with teacher
• Recording of steps taken in TIA.
• Refer to Head of Academy for further guidance and support.
• HOD may request (with Team Leader or Head of Academy) that student be discussed at Total
Fitness meetings.
If the behavioural issue persists move to step 3.

•
•
•

Step 3: Head of Academy

Discussion with student.
Determine if the matter has been discussed with parents by teacher/HOD.
Discussion of alternative strategies with HOD.
Discussion with Mentor, Team Leader, Assistant Team Leader, School Psychologist.
Student conferencing (with student).
o Parents
o School Psychologist
o Prefects
o Student leaders
o Cadet leaders
o Learning support
o Sporting coach
o Extra-curricular (music/drama)
• Determine appropriate response.
• Refer to SMO.
• Discussion at Total Fitness Committee meetings (if this has not already been the case).
• Recording of steps taken in TIA.
• Further contact with parents.
• Communicate outcomes with HOD and teacher.
If the behavioural issue persists move to step 4.

•
•
•
•
•

Step 4: Deputy Headmaster/Headmaster
•
•

•

Review of the incident/s with the relevant staff.
Discussion with students and parents. This may include discussions relating to a students
continued enrolment at Knox.
Behaviour contract

In the case of serious matters, steps may be omitted or combined.
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OUT OF CLASS STUDENT REFERRAL PROCEDURE

All out of classroom behavioural matters may be dealt with by the teacher present, or for more serious
incidents, students may be referred directly to the Head of Academy, Team Leader, SMO or Deputy
Headmaster. The Head of Co-Curricular should be informed if the matter would impact on sport or
other co-curricular activities.
A documentary report at the time of the incident or directly following the incident is required.

Student Referral Process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff member
Team Leader and Assistant Team Leader
SMO
Head of Academy
Deputy Headmaster/Headmaster

Step 1: Staff member (Academic, Non-Academic and Boarding)
•
•

•

Discussion with student
Consequences are based upon the staff members’ discretion. Responses may include:
o Conciliation/Detention (focusing on restorative practices and solution-based
conversations)’yard’ clean-up, apology.
o Contract parents/guardians if appropriate (must enter on TIA) and then notify Mentor,
Team Leader and Assistant Team Leader and flag for discussion at Student Wellbeing
Committee meetings.
Should the staff member feel that the incident is serious enough, refer incident to Step 2.

Step 2: Team Leader and Team Assistant/Co-Curricular Coordinator with assistance
from SMO
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Interview with student/s regarding the incident.
Liaise, if required, with the SMO for further guidance and support.
Investigate if any prior incidents of similar nature.
Appropriate response may include some or all of the following:
o Contact parents
o Interventions such as student conferencing, conciliation, counselling
o Contact with school psychologist
o Notify boarding staff if applicable
o Discussion of strategies with Head of Academy
Logging on TIA for all students involved in the incident.
Communicate outcome with Head of Academy and relevant staff member.
Student Wellbeing Committee meeting.

Step 3: Student Management Officer
•
•

•
•

SMO to investigate further if required.
Appropriate response may include:
o Contact parents
o Further investigations/interviews
o Interventions such as internal suspension or external suspension in consultation with
Deputy Headmaster
o Contact with school counsellors
o Notify boarding staff/Head of Co-Curricular if applicable
o Discussion of strategies with Head of Academy
Communicate outcome to all key management personnel.
Logging on TIA for all students involved.
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Step 4: Head of Academy
•
•
•

•

Review of the incident/s with the relevant staff.
Discussion with students.
Appropriate response may include some or all of the following:
o Parent/student/teacher/staff conferencing
o Counselling
o Internal or external suspension in consultation with Deputy Headmaster
o Behavioural contract
Logging incident on TIA for all students involved.

Step 5: Deputy Headmaster/Headmaster
•
•
•

•

In cases of a serious nature steps may be omitted or combined
Review of the incident/s with the relevant staff.
Discussion with students and parents. This may include discussions relating to a students
continued enrolment at Knox.
Behaviour contract

CONSEQUENCES FOR BREACHES OF BEHAVIOUR
EXPECTATONS

Behavioural Contracts are formal written agreements regarding behaviour, which are negotiated
between a student and the School. A contract can be effective in contributing significantly to
behavioural change and reinforcing pro-social behaviours. The contract should include the following:
• A clear definition of the behaviour the student is expected to exhibit.
• The positive consequences for performing the desired behaviour.
• The negative consequences for not performing the desired behaviour.
• What the student is expected to do.
• A plan for maintaining the desired behaviour.
The purpose of the contract is to:
• Help a student realise there is a problem, i.e. the current behaviour conflicts with personal
growth as well as school values and protocols.
• Assist the student to overcome the problem.
• Invite a student to connect specific behaviours with specific consequences.
• Have a student agree to the terms of the contract with the use of a signature.
Further Sanctions: On rare occasions students may be asked to complete an Internal Suspension
or an External Suspension. These are determined on a case-by-case basis, but are reserved for
major infringements of the School’s student codes of conduct expectations, such as smoking or vaping
at school, physical altercations, bullying or harassment, leaving school premises, accumulation of
offences, etc. Students who fail to take heed of the above measure and processes may be required
to attend an interview consisting of one or more of the school leadership team, SMO and also the
relevant: Head of Academy; Team Leader; Director of Studies; Director of Student Development; or
Head of Department, to consider their continued enrolment at the School. At this point, the prospect
of a student continuing at the School is in serious doubt.
In appropriate circumstances the Headmaster of his delegate may grant a student leave from the
School to afford the student an opportunity to reflect and obtain appropriate support.
For all suspensions (internal and external), the SMO, or a member of the Academy Team, will notify
the relevant staff and assist with the coordination of classwork for the student to complete whilst
serving a suspension. At the conclusion of a suspension, and before returning to class, the student
will complete a reflection.
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Finally, the Headmaster (or his delegate), may in their absolute discretion, but subject to affording the
student procedural fairness, discontinue the student’s enrolment :
• For breaches of the Student Code of Conduct, Expectations of Students, School rules or
behavioural contract;
• For behaviour prejudicial to the welfare of the School, its staff or students;
• Where parents have failed to comply with the conditions of enrolment.
Where a student is suspended, either the SMO, Head of Academy or the Deputy Headmaster shall
notify the parents/guardians of the period of suspension. A student shall not, during a period of
external suspension, enter the School grounds for any purpose without the express permission of the
Deputy Headmaster.
Where a student’s enrolment is discontinued, the Headmaster shall notify the parents/guardians to
that effect, remove the student’s name from the School roll, and exclude the student from further
attendance. Any student whose enrolment is discontinued shall not thereafter enter upon the School
grounds for any purpose.
Discontinuance of enrolment or external suspension shall exclude a student from any entitlement,
expressed or implied, to attend the School for the purpose of sitting for any public or other
examinations.
The attention of parents/guardians is drawn to the Student Code of Conduct and to School
Expectations contained in each student’s School Diary.

Review Process:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Students, parents/guardians who consider that fair procedures have not been followed or that
an unfair decision has been made may seek a review of the decision.
Applications for review should be in writing, stating the grounds on which a review is sought.
Some students, parents/guardians will require assistance in lodging an application for review.
Students, parents/guardians requiring assistance should be referred in the first instance to the
Deputy Headmaster who will assist parents/guardians to understand their right of, and the
process for, review.
Requests for reviews about the imposition of an external suspension can be made to the
Deputy Headmaster.
Requests for reviews regarding a decision to discontinue a student’s enrolment can be made
to the Headmaster.

Procedural fairness does not always require there to be a right to review. As a School, we will consider
all the circumstances when deciding what is fair. A school would not function if all disciplinary actions,
no matter how minor, were subject to review.
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BEHAVIOURAL INCIDENT PROCEDURES

1. Reporting. Knox encourages a culture of open reporting of all incidents by all members of
the Knox community - staff, students and parents.

2. Gather Information. Information is gathered from all available sources. Wherever possible
sources are NOT revealed to maintain confidentiality and to encourage a ‘community watch’
culture. Written statements are obtained. This is done as soon as possible after the incident
has occurred.
3. Contact Parents/Guardian. If the incident is serious/contentious the parents/guardians are
contacted immediately so as to advise them that the School is aware of the incident and that
the School will be in contact to keep them up to date with the facts as they develop.
4. Summary of Incident. A documented summary of the incident is developed from the
information gathered and will include the action taken.
5. Referral. The summary of the incident is referred to the person in the position of most
responsibility for the incidents, ie class teacher, Mentor, Team Leader, Head of Academy,
Director of Studies, Director of Student Development, Deputy Headmaster, Headmaster,
SMO or parents/guardians – to advise or discuss further consequences.
6. Consequences determined and outlined. Knox aims to ensure that consequences follow
the principles of substantive fairness. That is, Knox aims to ensure that the final decision
and action taken is fair in that the outcome:
• Is based on the evidence.
• Is commensurate with the nature and seriousness of the issue/s.
• Takes into account any extenuating/mitigating circumstances.
• Is consistent with the outcomes in other, similar cases.
• Consequence/s are outlined to the student and discussed with parents/guardians/ if
involved.
7. Communication of Consequences. The determined consequences are communicated to
the student and his parents (if serious). The opportunity to review the decision is provided to
every student.
8. Monitor Student. The student’s progress following an behavioural incident is monitored
through Student Support Intervention.

STUDENT SUPPORT INTERVENTION

The process of Student Support Intervention is built into the School’s incident procedures and
provides all students with the opportunity to explain their position and have the opportunity to seek
support, guidance and to develop skills to move away from inappropriate patterns of behaviour.
This can be facilitated through the School Psychologist, mentor, Team Leader, Head of Academy,
Director Studies, SMO or Senior Academic mentor or a student nominated independent
observer/mediator and/or outside professional support.
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